Within the framework of a complete modular lattice two types of criteria for uniform splitting are developed in the first part of this note. One deals with the concept of an 17-automorphic element, and, under the hypothesis that x is ?j-automorphic, it is shown that an endomorphism r¡ is a uniformly splitting endomorphism of p/0 if and only if 7} induces a uniformly splitting endomorphism of p/x. The other type is concerned with the existence of a set of elements which are uniformly split by an endomorphism.
In the last section application of this theory of splitting gives a further connection between homomorphisms and direct decompositions. The work is based upon and extends certain previous investigations [2; 3; 4] by the author into this problem.
Earlier (see [l] ) in group theory criteria similar to the first type have been developed for the existence of complements which are normal subgroups and have been used in studying extension types. The present paper generalizes certain of these results by lattice-theoretical methods not used in [l],
Preliminaries.
The fundamental properties of endomorphisms, uniform splitting, and direct decompositions upon which this paper is based have been developed in [2] and [3] . The terminology and notation of these papers will be used here. A few of the needed facts are now summarized.
The algebraic system is a complete modular lattice 7 satisfying the additional Property (*) : a E« P<*= E<* apa for a and the ascending chain pa elements of 7. A mapping 77 is a homomorphism of the quotient p/p' in 7 upon q/q' in K (a system satisfying the same postulates as 7, or 7 itself) if r\ maps x/p' for every x satisfyingp' ^x^p upon x-q/q', where q' ^xr; 5Íq, so that the following requirements hold:
(1) (Exx)r¡= Zx (xr¡). In order that c be a complement of 77 it remains to show that cq = c. This fact is evident since x = xr¡^cr¡ gives c = C77+x = C77. Remark 2. In [l] the concept of almost periodic endomorphism is used. Here the endomorphism 77 of p/0 could be defined to be almost periodic on x/0 if X77 :£ x ^ p and if for every y :£ x there exists a positive integer/ (depending upon y) such that y=y-qi. It is desirable to note that if 77 is almost periodic on x/0, then x is 77-automorphic. The proof is as follows: Let 77 be almost periodic on x/0. Then xtj^x^P, and if y-q^y^x, there exists a positive integer/ such that y=yq'. Since 77 is order preserving, y ^yq^y-q2^ ■ ■ • ^yr¡'=y. Hence y =yr¡, and x is 77-automorphic. The results of this section, while analogous to results in [l], have been obtained by assuming x to be 77-automorphic, and in some cases the proof is simpler than by using almost periodicity directly. The author wishes to thank the referee for his suggestion of this change in hypothesis with its resulting simplifications.
3. The existence of a set for uniform splitting. A necessary and sufficient condition for uniform splitting is obtained in the following theorem.
Theorem 3. An endomorphism 77 of p/0 is uniformly splitting if and only if there exists a set i> of elements x i£p such that (i) x£<í> implies x-q^x and 77 splits x uniformly, (ii) {za} Ç3> implies that there exists z£i> such that z=; Z<* 2<*> and (iii) q g p and q-q^q imply q = Ex£$ x, for x^q.
Proof. Assume the existence of <£ and let y be such that y-qikyúp. Then, by (iii), y-Ziet x. Thus, by (ii), there exists an element z in i> such that z^y. Hence, by (i), 77 splits z uniformly, and consequently 77 splits y and r¡ is a uniformly splitting endomorphism of p/0. Assume, conversely, that 77 is uniformly splitting and let €> consist of all 77-admissible elements included in p. Then 
Direct decompositions and homomorphisms.
On the basis of the preceding results it is now possible to obtain lattice analogues of Theorems 1 and 2 of §3 of [l] . Proofs, which depend largely upon properties of complements and decomposition endomorphisms, are omitted, since they can be obtained in essentially the same manner as in [l] . Necessary modifications in cases where lattice methods were not used to obtain decompositions can be made without great difficulty.
In order to study various elements of 7 which include p, the following definition is useful. (iii) g = a' ®b"= a" ©6'.
It may be of interest to note similarities between the decompositions of Theorem 5 and those of the Refinement Theorems of [3] .
